Welcome to the fifth in our series about office problems. We're sharing some tools that we've developed over the years to keep us organized, as well as address books. Because we've arranged our address book as a series of paragraphs delimited by blank lines, the set of tools we've developed will be useful in any database constructed the same way, such as a library card catalog. As usual, we left you with several exercises. Let's look at them now.

Problems and Solutions

Last column, one problem we looked at was how to reverse names—how to turn "Zoe Haemer" into "Haemer, Zoe" to let us sort our address book by surname. After we showed a sed script to do the inversion, we suggested you try converting it to Perl.

The problem is a little more complicated than just splitting a line on a blank and reversing the two halves, because the syntax of names varies a lot. In sed, the solution we gave last time was:

```bash
#!/bin/sh
```
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Here's one way to do it in Perl:

```bash
#! /usr/local/bin/perl -ln
# This does all the original names right.
s/s/\1/; print "$1, $'
```

Notice that Perl lets us wrap a connecting article into the surname more easily than we could in sed because of the way it collects its regular expressions.

We also suggested that you enhance the script to handle even odder names, such as Fiorello de la Guardia, Richard P. Feynman, Ph.D. and Martin Luther King, Jr., which either have two articles or a following qualifier. Here's a solution in Perl:

```bash
#!/usr/local/bin/perl -ln
# version to handle extra credit # names
s/\s([a-z]*\s*\S+\s*)\s*$/$/; $first = $'; $last = $1; $etc = $2; $first =~ /\s*$//; print "$last, $first$etc"
```

This still doesn't deal with "Werner Von Braun." Our filter would have to understand that "Von" is an article, not a middle name. That is, our program would have to stop just looking at simple syntax and start to be aware of the semantics of specific words.

For our own amusement, we went on to write a few other versions. Listing 1 shows one in Tcl, John Ousterhout's tool command language, and our hammer of the month. ("If all you have is a hammer, everything looks like a nail."—Anonymous)

In spite of some linguistic differences, the script's basic structure is remarkably like that of our earlier Perl script—in particular, the regular expression is almost identical.

Long ago, every UNIX utility that handled regular expressions had its own slightly different syntax for those REs. This was fixed by the POSIX.2 standard, which trimmed all the different kinds down to two: basic REs, roughly like those formerly recognized by grep, and extended REs, roughly those formerly used by egrep. The bottom line here is that regular expressions are ubiquitous in UNIX (UNIX ubiquitous?), and once you become comfortable with them, they'll be friends for years to come.
Work

(Just to give you a feel for what things used to be like, Don Libes’ Expect, a wonderful new tool built on top of Tel, has its own, quirky, regular expression semantics that you can memorize if you want to.)

When we wrote a version in awk, we got something different:

```bash
#!/usr/bin/awk -f
#
# Here’s a completely different approach
{
  last = first = etc = ""
  if (split($0, Name, ",") == 2)
    etc = ", , Name[2]

  NF = split(Name[1], Name)
  last = Name[NF]
  for (i = NF—1; i > 0; i++)
    if (Name[i] ~ /[A-Z]/)
      break
    last = Name[i] " , last
  for (j=1; j <= j; j++)
    if (Name[j] I A—ZJ/
      break
    
  print last " , first etc
}
```

As it turns out, awk doesn’t have quite the same array of tools for splitting strings based on regular expressions. Notice, however, that we can still do the job. It’s just that the approach changes.

Fine and dandy, but how well do each of these different versions perform? Before answering that, we’ll throw in one last script that takes away the extra shell script in our original:

```bash
#!/usr/bin/sed -f
s/ \{[a-z]*\} / \l_/ s/ (.*) \{([a-z=\-a-z=\-2\\"]*)\}$/\2, \l/ s/\//
```

With this array of programs, here are some comparison times:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Script</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>names.awk</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>names.pl</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>names.sed</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>names0.sed</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>names0.pl</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>names0.tcl</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As you can see, the perl scripts are the fastest. One of these, names0.sh, was our first cut, which doesn’t do the extra-credit names correctly. This reminds us that you can make any program faster if you don’t care if it works. The other names0 scripts share the same problem and the same speed advantage.

Next comes the awk program, at about half the speed. The Tcl program is slower still. This speed difference is because Tcl is a purely interpreted language, while awk and Perl each have a precompile step. Our original shell script is the slowest, but we can see that most of this is actually the fault of sed itself.

In fact, because Perl is often faster than some of its predecessors, the standard Perl distribution comes with a set of tools for turning other scripts into Perl programs.

Before we leave this topic, we’ll ask you to step back and notice that timing data are often very useful. How exactly did we get these particular numbers? Why, with a program, of course. We’ll ask you to try your hand at generating some timing data yourself, and show you how we got these next month.

The Missing Program

Last month’s script for printing our address book—involving one of our “here are the troff macros; trust us” tricks—required a program called precol, which pre
vented our paragraphs from being broken across pages by supplying extra blank lines at the end of each page. We promised to show you that program. Here goes.

As usual, we begin by setting some defaults and processing command line arguments. In this case, we only need one flag: page length (see Listing 2).

What’s *trap*? That’s a shell internal command that takes a certain action if the shell exits with any of the listed signals.

What’s trap? That’s a shell internal command that takes a certain action if the shell exits with any of the listed signals. In this case, if we get signals 0, 1, 2, 3 or 15, we remove a temporary file. What signals are these? We leave this as another exercise to the reader, but suggest you try the command `kill -1`. We allow three different variations for the page length flag: `-164`, `-164` or `-1 64`. We actually recognize anything beginning `-1`, so we could use `-len` or `-length` or `-larry`. This large range of allowable options is probably overkill.

The next thing we must do is prepare the program itself. We do this in awk.

```
# prepare the awk script
cat >$TMPFILE<<EOF
BEGIN { n = 0; curr= 1; len=$len }
EOF
cat >$TMPFILE<<"EOF"
.
.
.
EOF
# now run the awk script, setting up parameters
# on the command line
awk -f $TMPFILE $files
exit 0
```

Notice that we need to go to some lengths to get the $len definition into the script. We could have con-
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structured the script so that it was read into /tmp/$$.awk in one lump, but then we would have been forced to escape every dollar sign, except the one in $len.
Remember that the environment variables in a shell document are expanded, unless the EOF marker is quoted or escaped.

The "main" routine in our program is the first thing we need to fill into the ellipsis above:

```
for ( j = 0; j < n; j += 1 ) print A[i]
```

We've buried the interesting part of the program under the showlines() routine: We read lines into an array until we reach a blank line—our paragraph separator—then invoke showlines(). To ensure that we've shown the last paragraph, we invoke showlines() again at the end of the input file.

```
function showlines()
{
    if ( n == 0 ) return;
    if ( n > len ) {
        printblock();
        curr = (curr + len) % 10;
    } else if ( curr + n > len ) {
        nextpage();
        printblock();
    } else {
        printblock();
    }

    if ( curr > 1 && curr < len ) {
        print
        curr++
    }
}
```

We also still need a pair of utility routines. nextpage() puts out blank lines to space us to the next page, and printblock() prints our buffered paragraph.

```
function nextpage()
{
    for ( ; curr <= len; curr += 1 )
    {
        print
        curr = 1;
    }
}
```

```
function printblock()
{
    . boulder, co
    0 Boulder
    1 08013 Boulder
    2 CO Colorado
    3 US United States
    R county seat
```

Neither Jeff has a Geographic Information Service database on his machine, so we guess that you may not either.

In the best of all possible worlds, we'd have a directed graph of every city in the world, so that we could say, "Give me a ring of cities three deep with Boston in the center, then grep for the cities on that list." This isn't that world. Still, we already have some useful geographic information in our address book; both postal ZIP code and telephone area code are tied to geographic areas. Unfortunately, metro Boston has 65 ZIP codes.

Alternately, we could find all phone numbers within the area code 617, but if we were visiting Los Angeles, we'd need to look for phone numbers in area codes 213, 818 and 310. Similarly, Manitoba's area code of 204 covers the area from the U.S. border to the Arctic Circle, not just the city of Winnipeg. And neither Jeff has a Geographic Information Service database on his machine, so we're guessing that you may not either.

But what about the Internet? Try this:
telnet martini.eecs.umich.edu 3000. Here's the kind of thing you should see:

```
        . boulder, co
        0 Boulder
        1 08013 Boulder
        2 CO Colorado
        3 US United States
        R county seat
```
Work

For next month, think about how you might write an application to use the data available from Net sites such as this one.

Warning: LO Not Defined
In our first column in this series, we explored building letters in troff. Several readers have sent us email asking where they can get the letter macros that we used. The answer is simple: They're part of the standard AT&T -m macro package. If you're an AIX user you already have them. Unfortunately, some older versions of -m and the -mgmp package for groff don't have the letter macros. One of us has hacked together a version that works for groff, and the other has converted it to work with troff and older versions of -m. Drop us a note if you need them.

Correction
Also, while we're following up, we had a letter from l. Berelowitz at SIAC in Brooklyn, who discovered an error in our June column. The code for the crunch program managed to get garbled in the typesetting, and we didn't catch it in the proofreading. Mr. Berelowitz gets this month's Attention to Detail award for correctly reconstituting crunch as

```
#!/bin/sh
# Crunch blocks of multiple lines
# separated by a blank line onto a
# single line, for sorting, grep-ing, etc
awk '/./ { printf "%s\", $0 }
/^$/ { printf "\\\\n" }
END { printf "\\\\n" }' $*
exit 0
```

or even better:

```
#!/bin/nawk -f
./ { printf "%s\", $0
/^$/ { printf "\\\\n" }
END { printf "\\\\n" })
```
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